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iAPI 16 countries: Australia, Bahrain, Korea South, Kuwait, Myanmar (Burma), Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States 
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INCREASING NON-STANDARD REQUESTS 

etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you will have heard in previous presentations, Member States will have to implement an API program by 28 February 2018 as part of  their border control strategies. And as you just saw from the map a number of programs have already been put in place�Unfortunately, in many  cases , the  processes being implemented have not been aligned with existing Standards or internationally agreed best practices.Despite the standards and best practices adopted by ICAO and the World Customs Organization, and IATA, airlines today are being faced by potentially countless ways in which they are being required to electronically transmit passenger information.  �Absent harmonization by States around the world means that airlines  face situations where they might be required to transmit  essentially the same data in various formats at different times  to authorities at:OriginTransit location(s)DestinationThe situation today is simply not sustainable !



OBJECTIVE 
• Understand the complexities of passenger data programs 
• Increase awareness of existing international standards and airlines’ 

capabilities 
• Understand that ICAO, WCO and IATA can offer assistance and 

expertise 
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Presentation Notes
The Objectives of this Presentation are three-fold.Firstly, the intent is to raise awareness  - for all stakeholders, including  Government officials, Airport Operators and airline personnel of the complexities involved in passenger data programs.�Secondly, our intent today is to ensure that  everybody becomes familiar with existing international standards and best practices that exist to support passenger data programs and which are intended to encourage global process harmonization. This will allow States to set up successful passenger data programs which provide tangible benefits to governments, airlines, and the traveling publicAnd finally, the intend is to ensure that  all parties are aware of and recognize both  the capabilities that airlines have to assist governments in implementing their enhanced border control strategies, and, at the same time, the very real system and  legal restrictions  with which they must operate.



DEFINITIONS 

 
 



PASSENGER DATA – WHAT IS IT? 
Electronic data concerning passengers’ identity (API) or 
travel reservations (PNR) which is used by public authorities 
for border control. 

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the context of  today’s presentation, the term “Passenger Data” will apply to any information  held by an airline within one or more of its electronic systems about :a person – passenger or crewmember -  to be transported on an international flight, and �which is to be used by a requesting government for the purposes of border control  processing



 
 

API helps identify people you 
know about. 
For instance : people on a watchlist 

 
 

PNRGOV (from PNR) helps 
notice people and trends you did 
not know about.  
For instance: suspicious travel patterns 

 
 

API PNR vs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some additional high level definitions will also help to frame some of the conversations to come:API or Advance Passenger Information:This data, typically obtained from an official travel document and usually considered to be “verified”, helps to identify a specific person – often a person about whom you may already know or have information abouti.e. persons on a watch list or who have registered for a Known Traveler Program�PNR or Passenger Name Record InformationThis data, contained in an airline’s reservation system and not considered as “verified”, in collected and stored at the time of  and then subsequent to the original booking.  While PNR data can be used  to identify a person, typically it is used for risk-based assessment of persons about whom you may not have other information, and is typically more valuable in the identification of suspicious  trends, relationships and travel patterns



ADVANCE PASSENGER INFORMATION (API)  
Information about a person’s identity.  

•  API can be useful for: 
–  Immigration 
–  Customs 
–  Security  
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Presentation Notes
Advance Passenger Information (API) is information related to biographical data, that is, passengers’ identity such as full name, date of birth and nationality. API can be provided electronically to government authorities in the State of arrival, of departure or of transit, and it allows those States to pre-identify who is flying into or out of their territory. API’s pre-identification features can be useful for immigration and customs authorities, but also in some cases for aviation security as well - to assist in the identification of risks of unlawful interference before passengers step on the airplane.API data can be transmitted as a single manifest containing information about all passengers on a flight, or the data can be transmitted individually as passengers are checked in and receive their boarding passes. Let’s look at both types of transmission, “batch” and “interactive”.



API DATA RELATING TO THE FLIGHT 
• Flight Identification  
• Scheduled Departure Date  
• Scheduled Departure Time  
• Scheduled Arrival Date  
• Scheduled Arrival Time  
• Last Place/Port of Call of Aircraft  
• Place/Port of Aircraft Initial Arrival  
• Subsequent Place/Port of Call within the country  
• Number of Passengers 
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Presentation Notes
This is also called “Header data”: the single set of data that applies to the aircraft movement and is repeated only once for a batch style message and  may include each of the elements shown here.



API DATA ELEMENTS RELATING TO EACH 
PASSENGER  

• Surname/Given Names 
• Nationality  
• Date of Birth  
• Gender 
• Official Travel Document Number  
• Issuing State or Organization of the Official Travel Document  
• Travel Document Type  
• Expiration Date of Travel Document  
 

 
 



API – TRANSMISSION 
Legacy (Batch) API  
 
 

 
 

        

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Legacy, or batch API is the simplest form of API to implement: carriers automatically transmit a single list with details for all persons (or separately for all crew) for a given flight at a given time. All passenger details are transmitted as a single data file, or “batch”.Since data is usually provided upon the closure of the flight boarding process, government intervention is limited to the time of arrival. So batch API is designed originally for the control of arriving passengers by the destination or transit country; data quality validation is limited to a batch process and no-real time correction can be requested. 



BATCH API MESSAGE AND MODE OF TRANSMISSION 

 
 



BATCH API TRANSMISSION TIMINGS  
AND FREQUENCY 

 
 

Not earlier than 30 minutes before 
departure, preferably when the aircraft door 
has been closed and the aircraft readied for 
departure 

Single transmission ideally, or 
transmissions limited to the extent possible. 

TIMING 

FREQUENCY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some instances, transmission occurs shortly prior to the flight’s actual departure.  In other cases, API is transmitted when the aircraft is pushed back from the gate and ready to depart, and in yet other instances – API is required at a specified time following “wheels-up”.Generally, we recommend that batch API be transmitted not earlier than 30 minutes before departure, and ideally when the door of the aircraft has been closed. 



API – TRANSMISSION 
Interactive API  (iAPI) 
 
 

 
 

        

        

    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an alternative to legacy “batch style” API – many States are adopting interactive API as their preferred method of receiving passenger data.  Under this system, airlines provide passengers’ biographical data in real time on a passenger-by-passenger basis to the authorities, while check-in is taking place. The authorities must then evaluate that data and determine if any issues are preventing the passenger from entering the destination country, leaving the origin country or boarding an aircraft. Following this assessment, authorities send a “Board” or “Do not Board” response to the airline also in real time. Interactive API systems, while more complicated and costly to implement for both governments and airlines, can result in immediate benefits to governments and airlines. For instance, airlines benefit from interactive API program implementation through reduction in the number of inadmissible persons that they transport and who are then required to be returned to their place of origin at the carrier’s expense.



INTERACTIVE  API: BENEFITS 
• Live information about passengers checking in 
• Potential prevention of inadmissible passengers and 

related penalties 
• Use for aviation security, since the information is 

available before the flight takes off 
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Presentation Notes
Allow sending information on a passenger per passenger basisAirlines receive a confirmation that the passenger can board or not the aircraft. 



INTERACTIVE  API: COMPLEXITIES 
• State systems must be able to respond in real time to 

reduce delays at check-in / boarding 
• Systems must be available 24/7 
• Back-up processes must be in place in case of system 

failure 
• Processes must exist to deal with customers denied 

boarding 
• The responsible authority should have a risk 

assessment facility to provide appropriate responses 
and assistance 
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�(self-explanatory)



TIMING 

FREQUENCY 
One transmission at time of passenger 
check-in   
+ Potentially a final message confirming 
passengers on board 

iAPI TRANSMISSION TIMINGS AND 
FREQUENCY 

 
 

Usually sent when passenger checks in and 
presents their travel document (typically 24 
hours to 1 hour prior to departure) 



KEY PRINCIPLES 
“ACE” stands for 
• Alignment with standards 
• Cooperation with industry and other States (data 

protection) 
• Efficiency: necessary data only 
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Presentation Notes
When speaking about the adoption of Passenger Data Exchange and the application of this principle in the airport environment, our key objective must always be to ensure harmonization through application of the “ACE” principle.It is really quite simple.To be truly effective and to assist in faster implementation and higher performance levels, alignment of new program requirements with existing international standards and agreed best practices is essential�Since airlines have spent many years and hundreds of millions of dollars  in developing automated systems needed to comply with standard data exchange requirements, they can also provide assistance and expertise to government system developers in bringing to programs on-line.  Exchanging information on system capabilities as well as limitations can lead to far more effective implementation.And finally – these systems, and programming needed to comply with new requirements, are costly.  Non-essential data element requirements simply add to costs and to impacts and delays experienced at the airport.  The best program roll-outs will always involve transmission of only those data elements determined to be essential for border control purposes.



SINGLE WINDOW 
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Presentation Notes
Within a same country API data may be needed by several agencies. Airlines should not send multiple messages to multiple agencies in a same country. Instead the country should establish a point of contact – a single window – from which the relevant agency may get the information they need. 



WHERE TO FIND THE LIST OF DATA ELEMENTS 

API and iAPI data 
elements are listed in the 
WCO-IATA-ICAO 
Guidelines on API 
 
 

 
 

PNR data elements are 
listed in the ICAO 
Guidelines on PNR Data 
(Doc. 9944)  
 
 
 

Standards and 
Recommended 
Practices for API, iAPI 
and PNR 
 

http://www.icao.int/Security/FAL/Pages/Publications.aspx
http://www2.icao.int/en/AVSEC/FAL/Documents/2010 API Guidelines Final Version.ICAO.2011 full x2.pdf


BENEFITS OF STANDARD TRANSMISSION 
 Faster implementation 

 Better compliance 

 Cost control 

 Reliable data 

 Minimum impact on airport infrastructure 
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Presentation Notes
Faster implementationAirline systems to comply with global standards already existTypically airlines can transmit standard API within 3 months upon release of the detailed technical specificationsLess testing is required for both airline and governmentBetter complianceAirline staff more easily understand standard requirements data elements and format are already knownHarmonized systems will require fewer modifications that may impact compliance abilitiesCost controlAirline systems already existRequirements outside of standard result in additional reprogramming with significant associated costs. Reinventing the wheel is an expensive propositionReliable dataHarmonized systems involve predictable and common data elementsAPI data should be limited to that which is shown in the MRZ of the passportData requiring interrogation and manual capture is subject to errorsOnly that data in official documents can be verifiedMinimum impact on airport infrastructureAbility to capture data via automation speeds up the processCommon data requirements reduces confusion and speeds check-in timeData re-entry due to input errors is greatly reduced



HOW TO SET UP A PASSENGER DATA 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM 

Determine your needs - Is the data necessary? 

Familiarize yourself with global standards 

Include stakeholders early 

Approach foreign States for any data protection issues 

Check that appropriate legislation is in place 

Seek assistance from experts 

Cooperate and remain flexible 
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And have the regulatory frameworkSimon from OSCE organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe will elaborate on the checklist



FLEXIBILITY 

LEAD TIME FOR API 
For standard API, airlines need at least 3 to 6 months to  

• Configure systems incl. peripheral systems like internet check-in and self-
service kiosks 

• Test connectivity  
• Train staff  

 
 



 
 

COST AND FUNDING 

API is a border security requirement. States should not charge airlines 
(or passengers) in a bid to subsidize their own development costs. 

Heavy costs of  
• Capturing 
• Formatting 
• Transmitting data 

• Costs of systems development 
• Interactive API is a 

sophisticated system that 
requires particularly heavy 
investment 



 
 

can provide  

ASSISTANCE and EXPERTISE 
Contact email: passengerdata@iata.org 

 



THANK YOU  
FOR YOUR ATTENTION 
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